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Leading the Way: The Victorian Government’s Strategic Framework on Mentoring Young People 2005-2008 was released in 2005. Led by the Department for Victorian Communities through the Office for Youth, all Victorian Government departments now share a strategic approach to mentoring that will support the delivery of high-quality, cost effective programs that meet safety and community standards.

Existing research and experience provides convincing evidence that good quality mentoring really works, with young people benefiting through higher school retention rates, better relationships with peers and family, higher levels of participation in community activities and lower levels of drug and alcohol use. Volunteers and the wider community also contribute to and benefit from mentoring.

The most effective mentoring programs involve strong partnerships with communities, youth agencies, businesses and philanthropic organisations.

As part of the Victorian Government’s commitment under A Fairer Victoria, the strategic framework guiding a whole of government approach to addressing disadvantage in our community, this Guide has been produced as a practical resource to support those involved in mentoring programs for young people.

The contents of the Guide have been developed through drawing on evidence of effective mentoring practice in Victoria, Australia and overseas. In addition, the development of this Guide has occurred with the significant input of mentoring practitioners around Victoria who have participated in workshops, freely given up their time to participate in interviews and generously provided their knowledge, experience and resources.

The Guide is aimed particularly at community organisations establishing, running, or wishing to improve the effectiveness of their mentoring programs. The adoption and reinforcement of mentoring good practice principles and program components including the sharing of knowledge and building the evidence base are critical steps to building the capacity of the sector.

I encourage all those involved in mentoring programs across Victoria to use the Guide to build on and improve their practices of mentoring of young people.

Jacinta Allan, MP
Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs
Part One
Overview

Part One of this Guide provides an overview of mentoring and the context in which programs are supported in Victoria.
In 2005 the Victorian Government released *A Fairer Victoria* a framework for addressing disadvantage. This framework sets out the actions the Government is taking to improve access to vital services, reduce barriers to opportunity, strengthen assistance for disadvantaged groups and places, and ensure that people get the help they need at critical times in their lives. A key strategy of the framework is Getting Young People Back on Track, which provides significant support for turning around the lives of young people at risk, including new mentoring programs.

To deliver this strategy the Government has developed *Leading the Way: The Victorian Government’s Strategic Framework on Mentoring Young People 2005-2008*. Victoria is the first Australian state to adopt a strategic, coordinated framework for mentoring young people. This framework sets out to support the delivery of mentoring programs for young people which are guided by contemporary evidence and quality practice and can achieve positive outcomes for young people.

The Government also recognises it is critical to ensure activities involving community participation are safe, meet community standards and are delivered where they are most needed.

The Office for Youth, Department for Victorian Communities is leading the implementation of the Mentoring and Capacity Building Initiative (MCBI) to put in place the agreed goals of the framework for mentoring in Victoria over the next two years. One of the priority actions is to produce a Guide to Good Practice Mentoring as a practical resource and shared knowledge base to improve the quality of Victoria’s mentoring programs. Most importantly those involved in mentoring told us they wanted to have information shared about what practitioners and research tell us about the effective features of mentoring programs for young people.

The MCBI involves working with partners across government and the community to achieve:

- a whole-of-government and community approach to stimulating higher levels of access to quality mentoring programs and supporting volunteering in mentoring roles;
- a means to support existing and potential providers of mentoring programs to achieve high quality assurance and continuous improvement in the delivery of mentoring programs; and
- a means to assist business, community and philanthropic organisations to feel greater confidence when supporting mentoring by ensuring programs meet important community standards.

Across Victoria there is an extensive and expanding range of mentoring activities for supporting programs for young people aged 12-25 and providing positive outcomes for a diverse range of young people. Engaging young people in mentoring has positive benefits for both young people and volunteers.

The wide range of programs that exist throughout Victoria reflects the diversity of the different groups of young people and communities who participate in and benefit from formal mentoring. The following illustrates the types of mentoring programs currently operating throughout the state.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Focus</th>
<th>Target Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cultural and Linguistic Diversity | • Culturally and linguistically diverse youth including newly arrived young people.  
• Young refugees.                                                                                                    |
| Juvenile Justice               | • Young people in juvenile justice custodial centres, on remand or serving a Youth Attendance order.  
• 16 – 18 year olds preparing to leave state care including young pregnant women, young parents and homeless young people. |
| Child Protection               | • Children under notification of child protection authorities.  
• Young people aged 12 – 17 years, at risk of education breakdown, of becoming, or already, a client of Child Protection.  
• Young people leaving or who have recently left the care of the state. |
| Mental Health                  | • Young people with mental health issues.  
• Children of parents with mental health issues.                                                                                                  |
| High Risk                      | • Young people aged 11 – 20 years living within rural and metropolitan communities facing disadvantage and social exclusion.  
• Young people at risk of peer pressure to misuse drugs or other harmful substances.  
• Boys not living with their fathers.  
• Young people experiencing factors in their lives (including mental illness, chronic physical illness) which are making it difficult for them to reach their full potential. |
| Young Women                    | • High-risk young women aged 14 – 17 years who have been involved in the juvenile justice system.  
• Young pregnant women and young mothers.                                                                                                    |
| Disability                     | • Tertiary students with a disability who are in, or nearing, final year of study.                                                                                                                         |
| Indigenous                     | • Koori students in years seven to nine.  
• Young people in Koori communities.                                                                                                             |
| School-based                   | • Students in both primary and secondary school requiring academic and/or social development assistance.  
• Young people making the transition from school to education, training and employment.                                                       |
| Vocational development         | • Young people looking for an apprenticeship-type relationship with a professional.  
• Young people seeking leadership or entrepreneurial skills.                                                                                      |
Why this Guide?

This Guide has been developed as part of the Mentoring and Capacity Building Initiative and aims to support mentoring programs through providing general advice on good practice mentoring as well as some practical checklists for applying those principles. The Guide will be useful to a wide range of mentoring programs. For mentoring programs which focus on Indigenous young people, young people from a culturally and linguistically diverse background, young people with disabilities, or same sex attracted young people it is highly recommended that, in addition to using this Guide, readers consult expert agencies in these fields for specific content and process for inclusion in program design and delivery. Some key issues for consideration when working with these groups of young people is included in the section on Recognising the Diversity of Young People and Communities. The Guide is not intended to focus on business or employee development mentoring or mentoring that occurs naturally in communities.

The Office for Youth, and a whole-of-government reference group initiated the development of this Guide in 2006 in response to the expressed interests of those involved in existing programs as well as those thinking about how to develop effective practices and programs. The group provided ideas, feedback and guidance throughout the process of consultation and preparation of the Guide. A list of members is at Appendix 1.

This Guide has been developed with the input and views of a diverse range of Victorian mentoring practitioners who attended focus groups, agreed to participate in one-one-one interviews and willingly shared their wisdom and experience with the authors and each other. A list of focus group participants and contributors of ideas is provided at Appendix 2.

This Guide is presented in four parts. The first part provides an overview of mentoring in Victoria and an introduction to the Guide. Part Two presents information on the meaning, principles and keys to effective mentoring, together with advice on how to develop and run a mentoring program. In addition, this part includes some advice on how to engage and achieve the meaningful participation of young people when working with diverse groups, communities, and programs. Part Three provides a series of practical checklists to assist you in establishing and documenting your mentoring program. The fourth part provides some useful additional resources for you to access as needed.
Part Two

Effective Practice

This part of the Guide is aimed at providing an overview of the evidence that exists around effective practice in mentoring programs for young people. Effective programs demonstrate a number of characteristics, the presence of which enhance the chances of successful outcomes.
What is Mentoring?

Mentoring is used to describe various programs and relationships, whether formal or informal, which aim to build the skills or well-being of a young person through the input and/or assistance of another person who has more skills, experience and knowledge.

Carruthers (1993) gives a detailed account of the origin of the term ‘mentor’. Mentor, in Greek mythology, was the faithful companion of Odysseus, King of Ithaca. When Odysseus set off for the Trojan wars, Mentor was put in charge of the household with particular responsibility for ensuring that the king’s son, Telemachus, was raised to be a fit person to succeed his father. Therefore Mentor had to be parent figure, teacher, role model, approachable counsellor, trusted adviser, challenger, and encourager.1

More recent views on mentoring have a lot in common with historical perspectives. For example, Rhodes describes mentoring as “a relationship between an older, more experienced adult and an unrelated, younger protégé - a relationship in which the adult provides ongoing guidance, instruction, and encouragement aimed at developing the competence and character of the protégé”. (Rhodes, 2002)2 Similarly, MacCallum and Beltman purport that mentoring involves an older, more experienced person guiding and helping a younger person in his or her development. The crucial component of mentoring is the trusting relationship that develops between the mentor and the mentee. (MacCallum and Beltman, 1999)3

Leading the Way: The Victorian Government’s Strategic Framework on Mentoring Young People 2005-2008 defines mentoring as “the formation of a helping relationship between a younger person and an unrelated, relatively older, more experienced person who can increase the capacity of the young person to connect with positive social and economic networks to improve their life chances”4.

Mentoring may occur either as natural mentoring, when a sustained relationship develops naturally between a coach, teacher, neighbour, or other adult and a young person, or as planned mentoring, when a relationship is purposefully created to help a young person who may otherwise not have the access he or she needs to the wisdom and support of a caring adult. Planned or formal mentoring can take several forms including:

- traditional mentoring (one adult to one young person)
- group mentoring (one adult working with a small number of young people)
- team mentoring (several adults working with small groups of young people)
- peer mentoring (caring youth mentoring other youth)
- e-mentoring (mentoring via email and the internet)

Mentoring can take place in a wide range of settings such as a school, faith based organisation, community setting, workplace, juvenile corrections setting or in the virtual community.

Mentoring is not the same as coaching although sometimes coaching programs are labeled as “mentoring” and sometimes a mentoring relationship can include aspects of coaching. The key differences relate to the focus and objectives of mentoring as opposed to coaching. Coaching has a clear set of objectives and goals which once achieved brings about a “natural ending” to the relationship/agreement between the coach and the person being coached. Mentoring is much broader and is related to the whole person and their life, with goals and objectives evolving over time. First Train claims the major differences between mentoring and coaching relate to focus, role, relationship, source of influence, personal returns and the arena in which mentoring takes place.5

4 Victorian State Government (2005); Leading the Way: The Victorian Government’s Strategic Framework on Mentoring Young People 2005-2008
5 First Train, www.corporatetraining.ie
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mentor</th>
<th>Coach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus</strong></td>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The focus is on the person and support for individual growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role</strong></td>
<td><strong>Facilitator with no agenda</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mentors are facilitators and teachers allowing the mentee to discover their own direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship</strong></td>
<td><strong>Self-selecting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mentee participates voluntarily and has an active role in initiating and maintaining the relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of influence</strong></td>
<td><strong>Perceived value</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A mentor's influence is proportionate to the perceived value they can bring to the relationship. It is a power-free relationship based on mutual respect and value for both mentor and mentee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal returns</strong></td>
<td><strong>Affirmation / learning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The mentoring relationship is reciprocal. There is a learning process for both the mentor and mentee. The relationship is a vehicle to affirm the value of and satisfaction from fulfilling a role as helper and developer of others. Mentees can develop new skills and learn to build trusting relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arena</strong></td>
<td><strong>Life</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mentors are sought for broad life issues. The mentee is proactive in seeking out mentors and keeping the relationship productive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, mentoring is not role modeling. A mentor may be a role model, but a role model is not necessarily a mentor. A role model is a person who serves as a model in a particular behavioural or social role for another person to emulate. Role models can exist outside of a formal relationship. In fact, a person may be a role model to another, without even knowing the person who looks to them for examples of how to behave in a particular social or more formal context.
Who Benefits from Mentoring?

Young people

Many young people from all walks of life can potentially benefit from mentoring and mentoring programs can be designed to take into account the interests, needs and aspirations of various target groups. Programs may be developed with a focus on the goals of young people who are:

• disengaged or at risk of disengaging from the education system
• seeking to make the transition from school to work or further education
• involved in or seeking to transition from the justice system
• socially isolated, for whatever reason
• young parents
• seeking to connect or reconnect with cultural identity
• wanting to further their sporting or athletic potential
• keen to increase their career options

Young people involved in mentoring are likely to experience:

• improvements in their relationships with family and peers
• an increase in their overall communication skills with others
• reduced feelings of isolation
• a reduction in risky behaviour
• enhanced social and emotional development
• increased options and opportunities for participation
• increased resilience

Mentors

Mentors as volunteers experience enormous feelings of satisfaction from ‘making a difference’ and opportunities to reflect on their own lives, goals, aspirations and ways of working with others. Many mentors value the opportunity to give back to the community, particularly when they have benefited from involvement in mentoring themselves.

Through their involvement in mentoring, mentors can also build new skills through training, meet new people and add variety to their work and life experiences.

Community

Mentoring is an effective form of volunteering and it impacts positively on the community through the influence of positive relationships and increased community connectedness. Mentoring can also contribute to community strengthening through building collaborative partnerships as well as community capacity and abilities. Engaging young people and building their confidence and abilities will also increase the possibilities that they will get more involved in their communities.6

---

6 Mentor/National Mentoring Partnership (2005), How to Build a Successful Mentoring Program using the Elements of Effective Practice, USA, www.mentoring.org/program_staff/research_corner/benefits_from_mentoring.php
The Benefits of Mentoring

Marnie is a young woman from Ballarat involved in Community Door – a mentoring program for young people run by Lead On. Community Door aims to support young people aged 18 – 25 years to gain confidence and more meaningful representation in local community, business boards and committees. Young participants are matched to an adult mentor who is an active member of a corporate or community organisation board such as Local Learning and Employment Networks (LLENS), community planning boards and health and welfare agency boards. Both mentor and mentee are provided with support and training to make the experience a valuable opportunity for all.

Having moved to Ballarat from a small rural community, Marnie felt the need to expand her networks and feel at home in her new environment. She also wanted to feel she was really contributing to her new community. She was matched by the project coordinator to a mentor and to Women’s Health Grampians which offers services across the region including Marnie’s home town and Ballarat.

The health group was enriched by gaining the perspective of a young woman from their catchment area and Marnie gained real confidence and new friendships as well as social and career networks and important support to help her feel at home in her community. Marnie’s story is a good example of the mutual benefit that can be achieved by both the community and the young person from mentoring.

Dawn Veale

Lead On Ballarat
There is a wealth of information available on mentoring in Australia and overseas. At the end of this Guide you will find a list of references and resources that can be drawn upon in the establishment, building and improvement of your mentoring program. Current thinking and practice indicates that mentoring good practice principles should include at a minimum:

1. The needs, interests and empowerment of young people being at the centre of thinking in the planning, development, implementation and evaluation of the program

2. The input of key stakeholders, especially young people, in the design of the program

3. Establishing, developing and nurturing a relationship between the mentor and mentee where the mentor is an equal rather than a teacher

4. Approaches which are holistic in nature, recognising that there are many layers, relationships and influences in a young person’s life, mentoring being just one

5. Sound program design based on evidence of what works and supported by appropriate policies and procedures

6. Cultural, ability and gender appropriate content and processes

7. Effective collaboration and partnering with other agencies

8. Adequate funds to run the program over an appropriate length of time

9. Well defined, effective structures of management and governance

10. Monitoring, evaluation and review integrated throughout the program

These principles are further highlighted in the table ‘Keys to Effective Mentoring’ on page 15.

My name is Sharnee. I am 20 years of age. Over the past six years I have been involved in a number of youth services and mentoring programs. I am currently a leader on a youth leadership program with young people – using all I have learnt to help them achieve their goals and become young leaders.

So what have I learned? That a good mentor is supportive of, and cares about, the young person, contacting the young person to see if they need any help with things.

When I went for two weeks’ work experience, Glenda, my mentor, helped me out by taking me shopping for clothes to wear to work. She called me the night before I started to make sure everything was OK, offering to pick me up from the station in the morning and take me into the office.

When I summarise how mentors have helped me I can see that it has been about providing me with support and encouragement to open my eyes and see the opportunities available. It’s about self-esteem. I have been encouraged to:

• improve my self confidence by supporting me to begin public speaking

• join committees such as the Urban Quest talent competition

• have a go at difficult things such as training to be a Leader on the Young Leaders program

My advice to mentors: Keep communication clear. Follow up with the young person. Say you will do something? Then do it! Listen. Try to understand what we are saying or asking of you. Don’t put your spin on what you think we want. Let us work out our goals and follow our passion.

Thanks to mentoring, I have a range of people I can contact for advice and support on a range of issues. I have experienced different role models, ways of living and opportunities that are open to me and seen how I can get there. I have been bushwalking, camping and climbing high ropes! I have done things I wouldn’t have done without support and developed friendships with people that I never thought I would have.

Sharnee (Mentee)
Mission Australia, Melbourne
The Keys to Effective Mentoring

Much of the evidence from Australia and overseas indicates that certain characteristics/components of mentoring programs, when present, increase the likelihood of mentoring being successful. These may be summarised in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Examples of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clear Vision, Purpose and Values</strong></td>
<td>A statement about what the program is trying to achieve and its underlying philosophies</td>
<td>• Robust program framework as the basis for developing policies and procedures, promotional activities, evaluation etc</td>
<td>Mentoring Australia Benchmarks 2000¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Collaboration with relevant agencies/community groups** | Partnerships, agreements, memorandums of understanding and referral protocols with relevant agencies and groups which may have contact with the participants in the program | • Facilitates “holistic” approach to meeting the young person’s needs  
• Assists in promoting and marketing program to potential sponsors/funders and mentors.  
• Members of advisory groups/Boards of programs have mutual interest in program outcomes.  
• Enhances sustainability of program over time | National Mentoring Partnership¹²                                     |
| **Policies and Procedures**                         | Well documented policies, procedures and protocols which guide program implementation and management | • Consistency and integrity of program application  
• Assists in “managing risk” in all aspects of the program | Mentoring Australia Benchmarks 2000⁹                             |
| **Screening of Mentors**                            | Procedures for advertising, interviewing, reference checks, police checks    | • Mentors with appropriate characteristics, skills, experience  
• Safety of young people  
• Program reputation | BBBS¹⁰  
Sipe 1998¹¹  
Grossman and Furano 1999¹²  
Roaf et al 1994¹³ |
| **Orientation and Training**                        | Training of mentors and mentees includes program requirements and rules, presentations on the developmental stages of youth, communication and limit-setting skills, relationship building, ways to interact, cultural awareness, understanding of people with disabilities, risk management and protective behaviours | • Mentor volunteers are aware of the commitments of being a mentor, understand their role, and have realistic expectations  
• Mentees understand the role of the mentor and their own role in the relationship | Sipe 1998¹⁴  
BBBS 2004¹⁵  
Tiemey and Branch 1992¹⁶  
Styles and Morrow 1992¹⁷ |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Examples of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Matching Process              | Matching procedures take into account the preferences of the young person, their family and the mentor, and use a professional case manager/coordinator to determine which mentor would work best with the young person | • Good matches which minimise the risk of early termination of relationships  
• Young person’s goals more likely to be achieved  
• Mentor more likely to stay involved and gain more personally | Tierney et al 2000¹⁸                                                                         |
| Ongoing Support and Supervision | Programs include professional staff providing ongoing and regular supervision and support to mentors and mentees before and after they are matched.                                                                 | • The likelihood of effective matches increased  
• Builds capacity of the mentor to get through the early stages of the match while the relationship is established  
• Follow-up areas of additional training or organisational support identified  
• Programs in which mentors are not contacted regularly by staff are most likely to fail  
• Poorly supervised matches are more likely to be disbanded because of loss of interest | Sipe 1996¹⁹  
Furano et al 1993²⁰  
LoSciuto et al 1996²¹  
Mecartney et al 1994²²  
Jekielek et al 2002²³ |
| Selection of Mentors          | Mentor selection criteria should aim to identify mentors who:  
• have a sincere desire to be involved in the life of a young person  
• respect young people  
• actively listen, suspend judgement, ask thoughtful questions  
• empathise with the young person  
• see solutions and opportunities | • Young person is assisted to pursue their interests, achieve their goals and handle tough decisions  
• Young person is provided an opportunity to explore their own thoughts and find solutions | National Mentoring Partnership²⁴                                                             |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Examples of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Length of Match** | Length of match needs to be considered in light of program goals. Programs which have a focus on developing long term relationships between mentors and mentees need to be at least 12 months and preferably longer (some programs suggest up to three years). | • Mentoring relationships sustained over a significant period of time are more likely to produce beneficial outcomes and are likely to become progressively more effective with time.  
• Earlier than expected terminations dissolve the bond of trust between mentor and mentee and can have longer term negative effects.  
• Relationships that terminate within three months have been shown to have negative impacts on young people, particularly in terms of their self esteem and capacity to trust others. | Grossman and Rhodes 2002<sup>25</sup>  
Dubois and Neville 1997<sup>26</sup>  
Rhodes 2002<sup>27</sup>  
Grossman and Johnson 1998<sup>28</sup> |
| **Managed Closure** | A Closure Policy with procedures for exiting the program and assistance for mentees to define the next steps in achieving their goals                                                                                         | • Formal relationships are ended responsibly  
• Reward and recognition of relationship and celebration of achievements  
• Expectations for further contact are clear for both mentor and mentee  
• Mentee is supported to continue to pursue his/her own goals                                                                                                                                                     | Mentoring Australia Benchmarks 2000<sup>29</sup> |
| **Evaluation Process** | Clear framework, indicators, data collection and reporting established to evaluate effectiveness at an individual and program level                                                                                       | • Continuous improvement linked to the program’s strategic plan  
• Evidence base for pursuit of further funding, community involvement and partnerships                                                                                                                                 | Mentoring Australia Benchmarks 2000<sup>30</sup>  
McCallum and Beltman 1999<sup>31</sup> |

Further information and suggested points for action are outlined in Part 4 of this Guide.
The Keys to Effective Mentoring

7 Mentoring Australia (2000) Mentoring: Benchmarks for effective and responsible mentoring programs
9 Mentoring Australia (2000) OpCit
17 Styles M B, Morrow K V (1992) Understanding how youth and elders form relationships. A study of Four Lifetimes Programs, Public/Private Ventures, Philadelphia, USA
24 National Mentoring Partnership. www.mentoring.org
29 Mentoring Australia Benchmarks (2000) Op Cit
30 Ibid
31 MacCallum J, and Beltman S (1999), Op Cit
Part Three

Running a Mentoring Program

This part provides a framework for running a mentoring program. It may be used as a basis for reviewing and improving existing programs as well as helping those wanting to establish new mentoring programs.
Effective Mentoring

The continuous cycle of effective mentoring
Whether you are working in an existing program or about to establish a mentoring program it is useful to conceptualise the components of effective mentoring as falling into a continual cycle of planning, design, implementation/operations and review. The concept of continuous improvement is integral to the goal of effective practice.

The four steps in the cycle are outlined in the next section and it is suggested you work through each of these in sequence to develop or review your program. Each step includes essential questions to think about and respond to as a guide to practice. The steps and outcomes from each are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEP 1</th>
<th>STEP 2</th>
<th>STEP 3</th>
<th>STEP 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Implementation/Operations</td>
<td>Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- demonstrated need for program</td>
<td>- governance model</td>
<td>- recruitment of mentors and mentees</td>
<td>- capture program data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- strategic plan/road map</td>
<td>- program documentation</td>
<td>- screening</td>
<td>- examine impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- evidence of viability/sustainability</td>
<td>- management systems</td>
<td>- training</td>
<td>- program, individual, community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- matching
- building relationships and networks
- supporting and supervising participants
- acknowledging contributions
- managing closure of the relationships
- identify program improvements
Planning

Planning will assist you to assess whether your program is viable and sustainable as well as result in a strategic plan and road map to help guide you in the activities of designing and improving, operating and reviewing your program.

It is recommended that you do this as a group, making sure you have some key stakeholders, particularly young people present. The planning is as simple as working through five basic questions about your program: Why, Who, What, Where and How?

Once these issues are addressed, you will need to undertake a realistic assessment of whether the program is viable and sustainable.

Having gone through the planning process you should then ask whether you should proceed with setting up your program or, equally importantly, whether your existing program should continue.

**Why is this program important?**
- Why does this program need to exist?
- What is driving our desire to establish the program?
- Are there any other providers of this type of program in our community? If so, could they be our competitors or our collaborators?
- Are there alternative or complementary strategies which might address the needs of the young people we are trying to assist?
- What is our vision for young people in this community?
- What are the values/principles that will underpin and guide us in designing and running the program?

**Who will be involved?**
- Who is the target population of young people – age, gender, circumstances, needs, risk levels, location?
- What are likely to be issues and goals for young people in this target group?
- What are the best ways to encourage young people to get involved in the program, particularly those that may not have experienced mentoring before and are unsure about what mentoring can offer them?
- What do potential mentees want from this program?
- Would it be of value to them?
- What are we looking for in mentors?
- Where are the potential sources of mentors?
- What do the mentors want from the program? What would they value from involvement in our mentoring program?
- Would it be of value to them?
- Which agencies/organisations in our community would add value to our program? – e.g. business/government for funding, sponsorship, source of mentors; organisations for referral and support to the young people involved; organisations for collaboration on issues such as program development, activities, evaluation; organisations with expertise in working with our target group e.g. race, cultural, language, gender, same sex, disability.
What are we trying to achieve?
- What will the focus of mentoring be – skills and education, employment, personal development, resilience, reduction in risky behaviour?
- What outcomes are we hoping for?
- If the program was successful, what would that mean for the young people, the mentors and the community?

Where should the program be delivered?
- What is the most appropriate type of mentoring for us to achieve the goals – one on one, group, team, peer, e-mentoring?
- Where will the mentoring take place – on-site (e.g. school, church), in the community, on-line, community based facilities?
- Where should we locate our program?

How do we make this happen?
- What is the best structure for our program – within an existing organisation or as a stand alone entity? What are the legal implications of structural options?
- What involvement do we want from other organisations – funding, mentors, agreements, participation in our Advisory Group, Steering Committee or Board?
- How do we market and promote the program to young people, potential mentors, funding bodies and the community in general?
- What program staff do we need and what are the skills, experience, knowledge we need?
- What training and induction is required?
- What infrastructure is needed?
- What policies and procedures are needed?
- How big is the budget?
- What are the potential sources of funding we can tap into?

Is the program viable/sustainable?
- Is there a demonstrated need for the program?
- Does the program have the appropriate support from young people, potential volunteer mentors, and other relevant agencies and organisations in our community?
- Do we/can we access adequate levels of funding?
- What is our unique capability in contrast to other programs?

If you are unable to answer any of these questions, or if the answer is "No", then it is suggested you stop and rethink your program before proceeding any further.
In designing your program you will need to consider a range of governance, management and operational issues.

**Governance**

An appropriate governance structure is needed to ensure the program is guided, resourced, managed and accountable to all of its stakeholders.

**Structure**

If the program is to be established as a new stand-alone organisation you will need to ensure you have an appropriate legal structure, with a Board of Directors. Legal advice should be sought to ensure you have the structure which meets your needs bearing in mind that many funding bodies require organisations to be incorporated entities with limited liability.

If your mentoring program is part of an existing organisation it is recommended that a Reference/Advisory Group be established to guide and monitor the program.

Whether you are looking to set up a Board of Directors or a Reference/Advisory Group, recruitment of members should be targeted to ensure you have a good balance of representatives of stakeholders, including young people, as well as specialist skills/expertise such as mentoring, financial management, marketing and promotion.

**Terms of Reference or Constitution**

The Reference/Advisory Group or Board will need specific terms of reference or a constitution/model rules so that the roles and responsibilities of members as well as the boundaries between their accountabilities and the accountabilities of the Program Coordinator are clear. Depending on the program structure the governing/advisory body will be responsible for:

- strategic planning
- financial management
- selection and performance management of the Program Coordinator
- fund raising
- risk management
- compliance
- marketing and promotion
- program monitoring and review

**Membership**

If you are running a stand alone program with a Board of Directors you may also want to consider terms of membership and office bearer positions. If you are setting up or reviewing your Reference Group/Advisory Committee you should make sure it has appropriate representation and skills and preferably be drawn from relevant organisations and members, including young people from the community in which the program is located.

This group needs to be large enough to get the work done and take account of important stakeholders, but not so large that communication becomes a constraint.

**Management**

The Reference/Advisory Group or Board needs to decide on how often it will meet, where it will meet, for how long, and its meeting management processes. The Department of Consumer Affairs is a useful source of information to assist with this process.
The establishment of Gunditjmara Mentoring Project in the Barwon Southwest region has been a valuable and humbling learning experience for our organisation. The processes that led to the commencement of the project have provided lessons and a few guiding principles which may be useful for other agencies planning mentoring programs for Indigenous young people.

It is important to acknowledge that agencies don’t necessarily have all the skills and experience to do it alone. And so the program should be built on a partnership of Indigenous and non-Indigenous agencies working together, using their individual strengths for development and delivery. Another principle is that the partnership should be headed up by the Indigenous organisation as lead agency. This will go some way towards ensuring there is ownership of the project by the Indigenous community and will give them greater confidence that the program will be developed and implemented to meet their specific needs, rather than seeing them as an addition to mainstream services.

For our project, three agencies came together through a process managed by the DVC local team:

- Gunditjmara Aboriginal Cooperative is the primary service provider to Indigenous people in the Warrnambool area and has experience in managing the delivery of services to the Koori population of the region;
- The Barwon Association of Youth Support and Accommodation (BAYSA) has vast experience in delivering a number of quality mentoring programs for at risk young people in the region; and
- Brophy Family and Youth Services (Brophy) works with young people at risk across Southwest Victoria.
Together, the three organisations began considering the value and feasibility of developing a mentoring program for disengaged Indigenous young people in Warrnambool and began discussion around what that project might look like.

There was willingness among the agencies in the partnership to compromise and discuss options. An early challenge was developing a common understanding of the meaning and role of mentoring from Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives. Indigenous communities have been providing cultural mentoring to their young for thousands of years so for them, mentoring has been in the context of passing on traditions through kith and kin. Non-Indigenous mentoring, however, has its roots in a very different context, being generally based on the development of supportive bonds outside familial relationships. Here mentoring involves ‘other’ community members passing on their wisdom and knowledge to young people, some of whom have serious social or other concerns.

These different backgrounds to practice were overcome when all agreed to move away from highlighting the differences in approaches to create one of mutual inclusion. We began to consider whether the two roles for mentoring could in fact sit side by side to provide stronger benefits to Indigenous young people.

From this agreement, the project model emerged: Gunditjmara would build the cultural mentoring aspect within its community and Brophy would assist with connecting the young people to the ‘other’ networks involving education, training, and career pathways. BAYSA, with their extensive experience in implementing mentoring programs for young people, would provide ongoing supervision and technical support in rolling out the project.

The next step was to research if other organisations had travelled a similar path. There was one program in Alice Springs called ‘Deadly Mob’ which had produced a hybrid version of what we were seeking to achieve. Armed with these learnings, the partnership developed the initial model.

Having developed a common understanding of the model in principle was one thing but to come up with the ‘language’ for it to satisfy funding requirements was another. One of the strengths offered by the non-Indigenous organisations was that this language was very familiar to them and part of their day-to-day operations. Together with BAYSA, Brophy penciled out the model. This took some time to develop as each objective, strategy and measure needed to be reality tested with the experiences and insights of Gunditjmara to ascertain what would have the best chance of working within an Indigenous organisation and community.

We have successfully launched the program, jointly selected staff who will be employed by each of the organisations, and it’s now time to reality test the model with the young people who will now take a primary role in developing the model further.

Francis Broekman

Brophy Youth and Family Services, Warrnambool
Program Documentation

Operational policies and procedures are essential and critical to support effective practice and need to be developed to guide the operations and review of the program. Further information on these is in Part 4 for your reference. These should include at a minimum:

- A statement of the program’s vision, purpose and values
- A description of the target group and any specific needs
- The goals of the program
- The governance arrangements
- Program/organisational structure and roles and responsibilities of key positions and volunteers
- Orientation and mentor training manuals documenting content; selection, payment and evaluation of trainers/facilitators; annual training schedule; training evaluation forms
- Child Safety and Duty of Care policies and procedures
- Confidentiality and Disclosure policies and procedures
- Guidelines on the mentor/mentee relationship including length of match, frequency and duration of meetings, types of activities, goal setting and review, boundaries
- Recruitment and selection policies and procedures for both mentors and mentees
- Policies and procedures for supporting mentors, mentees and the match
- Termination policies and procedures – voluntary and non-voluntary including exit interviews
- Guidelines on data collection, management and reporting

Managing the Program

Management structures and systems need to be established to support the day to day management of the program including staffing, finances, other resources, operations, volunteers, and program monitoring. Some of the issues to be addressed include:

- The selection of the Program Coordinator and other paid staff and support volunteers as appropriate
- A financial and funding strategy
- A promotional and marketing strategy
- Establishing Memorandums of Understanding/Agreements with relevant partnering organisations
- Reviewing staff development/training issues and establishing professional and personal development plans
- Implementing appropriate feedback, supervision and debriefing processes for staff and volunteers
- Procuring appropriate resources to ensure staff can do their jobs e.g. phone, desk, computer, car (where appropriate)
- Developing training programs for volunteers
- Establishing financial management systems, policies and procedures
- Reporting systems to ensure the data/information requirements of funding bodies are met in a timely and accurate manner
- Providing formal reports to and establishing communication protocols with other parts of the organisation and/or the Reference/Advisory Group or Board of Directors
- Implementing a stakeholder management strategy ensuring communication, and program delivery meet agreed expectations
- Establishing a Code of Ethics to guide staff
- Developing, implementing and monitoring a risk management plan
- An evaluation framework
Program Implementation and Operations

Step 3

Do not be surprised if the planning and design phase of your program takes three months or more to pull together! But spending the time developing a sound mentoring program framework will greatly enhance the effectiveness of program implementation and operations.

There are eight main components of an effective mentoring program. These are:

1. Recruiting mentors and mentees
2. Screening
3. Orientation and training
4. Matching mentors and mentees
5. Building relationships and networks between participants
6. Providing ongoing support and supervision
7. Acknowledging and recognising the contributions of participants
8. Managing the closure of the match

Checklists to assist you successfully implement and manage these components are provided in Part Four of this Guide. In addition, the section on “Other Useful Information” includes resources such as websites where practical examples of tools, policies and procedures can be found. Other useful sources of information are mentoring practitioners in Victoria and Australia. Most practitioners are more than happy to share what they’ve learned with others so it is worth making contact directly or through the Youth Mentoring Alliance, Victoria.

It’s important to remember that implementation and program operations rarely occur in a straightforward, sequential or logical way, no matter how much you have planned. There will always be cases where things go off-track both with the matches and with program administration. If this happens it is important to ensure you focus on keeping the young people engaged and ensuring the program continues to meet organisational and community standards established in the planning and design stages.

Things to be aware of:

- If a young person has complex/high risk needs he or she may need additional support and require you or program staff to spend extra time liaising with other agencies they are involved with, school or family.
- Your program needs to be continually promoted to engage young people and potential mentors, regardless of how many current matches you have on the books.
- At any point in time, you are likely to have a number of potential mentors and mentees who are waiting to be matched. You will need to keep in regular contact with them to keep them interested and engaged in your program.
- Matches or mentors may need extra support from the Coordinator or program staff to help develop the relationship, maintain the necessary commitment and resolve conflicts. The mentor may also need specific training and support in the early stages of the match.
- Mentors who are working with high risk young people or young people with complex needs may need additional support and/or training, particularly if they are part of a match for the first time.
- The Coordinator or mentors may leave the program prematurely with insufficient provision for continuity. Establishing a contingency/succession plan will help in managing this type of situation.
- Try not to take on too many matches which the program is unable to support to the level required. Quality of matches rather than quantity is what is important in running a successful mentoring program.
- Staff workloads, turnover and training needs will require your attention, time and support. However, managing the administrative and human resource demands are as important as managing program operations to ensuring your program’s success.
- Unanticipated costs are likely to occur. Try and make sure you have made allowance in your budget, as far as possible, to account for the surprises!
- Program operations can consume staff and non-mentor volunteers. Most people come to work in this field because they are passionate about mentoring young people, not about data collection. It is important to make sure you take the time to train and support staff in data collection and regularly allocate time to analyse and discuss with staff and volunteers how your program is going against its objectives and aims.

32 The Victorian Youth Mentoring Alliance has set its goal to be an effective alliance of youth mentoring programs in Victoria, supporting the successful implementation of sustainable mentoring practices in regional and urban communities. The alliance aims to provide an increased communication network for mentoring programs and practitioners. Information can be found at www.youthmentoring.org.au.
Review and Program Improvement

This section provides an overview of program review and improvement. It is important to note that evaluation needs to be integrated into every aspect of your program from the initial planning phase through to formal review, and should be viewed as an ongoing cycle that continuously contributes to program improvement. Good evaluation needs appropriate levels of resourcing. It is important that in the planning stage of your program you include evaluation as part of your program budget.

Evaluation involves:
- Establishing program goals/expected outcomes (planning)
- Determining success measures and key performance indicators (planning)
- Addressing data collection issues – how, who, when data will be collected (design)
- Providing regular reports to key stakeholders against key performance indicators (implementation)
- Engaging participants (young people and mentors) in giving feedback and reflecting on the process and benefits (review)
- Analysing data, reflecting on findings and reaching conclusions on the effectiveness of the program (review)
- Identifying program improvements (review)
- Planning what needs to happen to improve your program (planning).

There are three levels of program evaluation:

**Efficiency**: measures program outputs (e.g. matches, training programs, completions) over inputs (e.g. staff and costs)

**Effectiveness**: measures the extent to which the outputs and outcomes achieve the program’s objectives

**Impact**: identifies how the program is making a difference to an actual community or the young person’s needs and the extent to which it contributes to addressing broader social concerns.

Types of data that can be collected as part of evaluation could include:

### Efficiency Measures
- Number of mentors recruited
- Number of mentees recruited
- Number of new matches
- Number of completions
- Number and types of activities
- Length of matches
- Frequency and duration of meetings
- Number of partnerships/alliances established with other agencies
- Cost of program
- Number of staff
- Mentor satisfaction with the “match”, training, support
- Mentee satisfaction with the “match”, orientation, support

### Effectiveness Measures
- School attendance rates
- Academic performance
- Obtainment of a job
- Social behaviour or engagement in risky behaviour
- Classroom engagement
- Young person’s well-being
- Parent-child/family relationships
- Achievements against goals established as part of the mentor/mentee plan
- Participation in community activities

### Impact Measures
- School completion rates
- Levels of education achieved
- Employment participation rates
- Involvement in the justice system
- Social and emotional well-being
- Participation in community groups and projects

---

33 See Big Brothers Big Sisters Melbourne (2004) Building an evidence base to practice, for an example of how to measure program efficiency.
Importantly, programs need to consider how best to record and track information. Keeping multiple pieces of information whether paper-based or on several computer based files can cause difficulties when it comes time for analysis and reporting. It is recommended that, particularly for process evaluation purposes, and tracking of participants Client Relationship Management (CRM) databases should be utilised.

Where program staff are unfamiliar with working with data, it is recommended that training is provided to enable them to produce and interpret program reports for relevant stakeholders, promotion and submission purposes. Coordinators may, in particular, benefit from engaging a knowledgeable mentor / evaluator to help them with a range of issues associated with evaluation.

Every program will have particular nuances and areas that are specific to that program including the type of program (involving young people at risk, Indigenous, vocational, generic skill and values development etc.), and particular characteristics (such as personalities, communities, financial support and the partnerships it has). You have probably started to think about how you should incorporate those issues into your program design, implementation and review. The following points are ‘suggestions only’ and are provided to assist you in the ‘thinking of what needs doing’ and the ‘have we covered everything?’ process.

**Communities**

Does your program have the ‘tyranny of distance’ or do you celebrate the joy of the countryside? For programs that operate in small communities, or even operate across many, the issue of barriers to participation for mentors and mentees requires consideration.

- Can mentors and mentees meet in convenient locations?
- How far are your mentors willing to drive?
- Do you need to reimburse or subsidise travel costs?
- What logistics do you need to consider when having group gatherings?
- How will your mentees be able to afford participating in local activities and what ramifications will this have on your matching process?
- Is there a culture of volunteering and a volunteer resource centre in the community?
- What particular issues do you need to consider when recruiting and operating across several communities?

In addition, you should consider what it is that members of your community will be attracted to in relation to participating as mentors. What are their interests, values and drivers in relation to them as individuals and as members of their communities?
Attracting mentors from a range of backgrounds

One of the key success factors in mentoring is the fact that in the vast majority of cases mentors are volunteers. The relationship with young people is considerably strengthened in many instances when the young person realises that for some, this is the first adult in their life who is choosing to interact with them and who, given they are volunteers, are not being paid. This can be a seminal moment in the relationship developing, however, being a volunteer can cost. All mentors would have considered and know that they are contributing the cost of their time, but what happens when the costs of catch ups, the invariable food and drinks, the excursions, movies and other wonderful activities they both do together become financially prohibitive. Expecting mentors to meet all costs may mean that potential mentors who may not be particularly well-off will be less willing to participate. The same issues may also be a consideration for mentees.

- What will you reimburse in the way of expenses and what are the parameters?
- What do you expect mentors to pay for?
- Do you organise free tickets to events to minimise costs?
- Do you expect your mentees to pay for themselves, and if you do, will this mean some young people cannot be involved in the program for financial reasons?
- Do you clearly inform mentors and mentees of your expenses policy and procedures prior to starting?
- What guidelines do you provide about mentors, staff and non-mentor volunteers lending young people money?

Young people at risk

Many young people are classified ‘at risk’ due to their behaviour and ability to ‘stretch’ the boundaries most of society accepts. Some young people will have committed and been convicted of crimes, others may be experimenting with ‘anti-social’ behaviour, and some may have lacked the appropriate adults in their life (hence the need for mentoring) to allow them to develop suitable values and beliefs. Despite these challenges these young people are valuable members of our community. A quality mentoring program will not focus on negative labels but treat them as our next generation of potential community leaders. However, to make the experience valuable for all, perhaps the following are worthy of a second look.

- Does your training provide information on the stages of adolescence? (A good idea for all mentoring programs)
- The young people may be or have been involved with a statutory agency, so how much about their backgrounds do you inform the mentors, given that a mentoring program is about a ‘fresh’ start?
- Where there is current involvement with a statutory agency, who else is working with the young person that you may need to liaise with?
- Do you train your mentors in dealing with various behaviours?
- Have you established, via your policies and procedures, clear boundaries for interaction between the mentor and mentees?
- Have you considered how the mentor can, or should contribute to the case management planning that the young person will have?
- Have you got a rigorous selection process so that you attract genuine mentors and not people who want to ‘save’ young people?
Indigenous and other programs specifically for young people from a Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) background

Some programs are specifically aimed at young people where their cultural background is also a key recruitment item. These programs can make a wonderful contribution to ensuring that the young people involved as mentees can reconnect and strengthen their cultural identity. To ensure this happens and to ensure that mentoring programs contribute to a community that celebrates difference, diversity and tolerance, some additional questions may need to be considered in the planning process.

- What existing organisations with relevance to the target group do you need to consult/partner with?
- Are there sufficient mentors from the specific community available for the purpose of strengthening cultural identity and connectedness?
- If there are few mentors from within the community and demand on their time is high, do you need to think of some kind of payment to attract them to your program?
- If the purpose of mentoring includes facilitating connection with the wider community or business world, what cultural training will need to be delivered if mentors are recruited from outside the community?
- Will interpreters be required?
- Will parents of the mentees and other community members accept mentors from outside their own community and if so, under what conditions?
- What on-going supports will be needed for mentors?
- Is mentoring part of the community’s culture and what pre-program work will need to be undertaken with parents and community Elders and leaders to inform them of mentoring and what can be achieved?
- Are there specific cultural events and celebrations that can be included in the mentor programs list of activities?
- Do you need different evaluation criteria that will enable you to consider the community in appropriate context?

The Multicultural Youth Mentoring Program of the Centre for Multicultural Youth Issues was set up to empower 16-21 year old young people from migrant and refugee backgrounds with the skills and confidence to access opportunities to achieve their goals.

In establishing the new program, extensive consultation was undertaken with interested young people, a range of migrant and refugee community leaders and groups and other mentoring organisations.

For some individuals and groups ‘mentoring’ was a new concept, whereas for other communities and community members, mentoring already occurs either informally or formally within their own communities.

A number of community leaders expressed support and interest in a mentoring program involving young people and mentors from a diverse range of backgrounds. It was seen as a positive way to expose young people to new information and networks outside their own communities and increase dialogue between people (young and old) from different backgrounds.

The program also runs a peer support group. This group offers young people a chance to make new friends both from within and outside of their own communities, gain support in the development of their one to one mentor relationship, have fun, develop new skills, discuss issues of concern and take action.

Factors such as gender, geography, personal and professional interests have been taken into account in establishing matches. It is interesting to note that in setting up one-to-one matches, all mentors and young people have stated they have no preference to be matched with a person from a particular cultural or religious background. There is a real willingness to learn about other cultures and share experiences.

Leanne McGaw

Centre for Multicultural Youth Issues, Melbourne
Same sex attracted

A young person has many things they need to develop as they go through adolescence. Not only are there huge biological changes occurring it is also the time when they form many of the beliefs and values they will hold for life. There are additional pressures when they are also questioning their sexuality, or wishing to acknowledge they are same sex attracted. Quite often this is regarded as outside the ‘norms of society’ and young people who are same sex attracted will encounter varying levels of acceptance and tolerance in their community. A mentoring program specifically for these young people may wish to consider additional options.

- Will you only have mentors who are same sex attracted as well?
- Are there additional policies and procedures you will need to develop?
- Do you live in a tolerant community?
- Are there additional resources you need to inform your mentors about, i.e. various specific help lines etc?

Disability

Young people (in fact all people) have different abilities. It is those different abilities that make up our rich society and they should all be recognised and celebrated, while not minimising some of the challenges and struggles that some have to deal with on a daily basis. Mentoring programs with a focus on young people with disabilities can bring enormous benefits to all those involved including, increasing access to activities within the community that might not otherwise be available to mentees, providing opportunities for mentors and mentees to learn and develop shared skills, and increasing the participation of the mentees in clubs, organisations and community groups.

Like other specific groups of young people, a mentor program for young people with varying physical, intellectual or mental health abilities may also wish to consider some relevant areas.

- Will the program have specific needs in regards to transport and access to program activities?
- What additional training will need to be done to inform the mentors of particular issues?
- Are there on-going program requirements to address (parents, carers, health professionals etc)?
- What other information, advice, support may be needed to ensure young people and others who are significant in their lives can participate?
Vocational

Some mentoring programs have a vocational outcome as one of the key end results of the mentoring match. For many people, both young and old, on-going formal and informal workplace mentoring can continue for a large part of their working life. Many people change from mentee to mentor over that time. Vocational mentoring can assist a young person explore a range of employment options and also the expectations of an employer.

- Must the match of mentor be specific to the mentees preferred vocation?
- Is the aim of the mentoring program to obtain work for the mentee or to inform them of possibilities only?
- Should the mentor/mentee only meet at the workplace?
- How do you recruit industry specific mentors?
- Should you include generic training such as OH&S, first aid and other workplace training to mentees?
- Does a vocational mentoring program need to operate for as long as a relationship development program?
- A mentor should be a friend and an equal, yet a vocational program may establish a boss/employee situation, so how do you deal with this?

The questions asked throughout this section are not meant to be exhaustive. They are intended to assist you develop a questioning process for your program; after all, you are in control!

Linking young people to vocational opportunities

It’s not always easy to turn a young person’s life around. An early school leaver without a clearly defined career direction, Franco was referred to the LYPET mentoring project. He was aged 16 and had completed year 8. Franco was matched with a mentor and together they attended group and one on one mentoring activities.

The LYPET mentoring project coordinator referred him to Centrelink for a Job-seeker identification application and Intensive Assistance eligibility and to a Job Network member for registration. A series of discussions took place between Franco, Centrelink, the mentor and the project coordinator. Together they developed a career plan for him and arrangements for employment in commercial cookery were made as Franco had indicated an interest in this area.

However, nothing eventuated – Franco failed to keep appointments, attend a work trial or contact the employer. When asked to comment on the experience of working with a young person, Franco’s mentor commented, “Young people have yet to learn about things that adults take for granted – punctuality, courtesy or returning telephone calls, meeting commitments that have been made or agreed to. Young people also need to learn that they need to make an effort if they want something. Simply registering with an agency is not enough to get results.”

The Job Network agency and the mentor then revisited Franco’s career plan with him to clarify his interests and commitment to finding employment and the mentoring relationship. Franco was offered a three-month trial at a small refrigeration service, with the intention of converting this into an apprenticeship. However, he resigned two weeks short of the trial period having overheard a conversation suggesting that he was “a poor choice”. The employer approached the Job Network agency regarding a replacement but didn’t offer convincing reasons for his dissatisfaction with Franco.

However, Franco didn’t give up this time. On his own initiative, and supported by his mentor, Franco then contacted the Job Network agency again and was referred to a furnishing company with two other candidates. Franco was the successful applicant and has progressed successfully in his new role.

His Job Network case worker was very impressed with Franco’s new determination: “The turn-around in attitude and application of this young person is amazing and can be directly attributed to the influence of and relationship with his mentor.”

Trish van Lint

Linking Young People to Employment and Training Program, Whittlesea
Part Four
Practical Checklists

The checklists provide in this part are prompts to assist you to think through what and how to go about putting into action the Keys to Effective Mentoring summarised in Part 2. These are a guide and include reference to the relevant procedures and policy requirements for running a mentoring program.
Key points

Articulating the vision, purpose and values of your program:

- will clarify your group’s/organisation’s common interest and purpose
- address the goals and desired outcomes
- explain why you are doing this and how it fits into the world
- should be referred to regularly to keep everyone involved “on track” and working to the same goal rather than to rules
- help to identify allied people and groups – reducing potential conflicts, the influence of personal agendas, and differing interpretations of program intent

Checklist

☐ vision statement – how you want the world to be for young people relevant to your program
☐ purpose statement – why your program should exist, how will it contribute to the achievement of the vision?
☐ values statement – the beliefs and principles which will guide your practice

Hannah (12) was referred to Big Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) by the school student welfare officer in mid 2004. She lives with her grandparents and has done so since she was three years old. Both Hannah’s parents were in jail at the time of the referral, each having long histories of theft and drug use. Hannah is well cared for by her grandparents, however she has significant problems with her self-esteem and struggles to maintain friendships with her peers. Increasingly her grandparents found it more challenging to take Hannah out to do all the things she wanted to do and felt that Hannah would benefit from having a younger adult in her life.

Trained volunteer mentor, Joanne (28) works as a personal assistant and team coordinator for a large human resources firm in Melbourne. Matched in mid-2004, Joanne and Hannah formed a good relationship within a short time. From the very first outing Hannah was very eager to see Joanne and prolong their time past the original time agreed upon. Hannah sends text messages regularly to Joanne, e.g. a very early message stating “you rock!”. Hannah’s eagerness is also a sign of how much she needed an extra adult friend and Joanne finds she is often a sounding board for issues that Hannah would not feel comfortable to discuss with her grandparents.

They have enjoyed many activities together including catching a tram to cafés in Brunswick Street (the first time Hannah had been on a tram), going to the Werribee Zoo, cooking together or going for a bike ride. They have created a photo scrapbook detailing most of their outings together. At the end of 2004, Hannah invited Joanne to her Grade 6 graduation ceremony. Now 14 years old, Hannah is still enthusiastic about her friendship with Joanne as she completes her Year 8 studies and comes to terms with her relationship with her parents.

Paul Mathewson

Big Brothers Big Sisters, Melbourne
**Key points**

Program policies and procedures are critical to the effective management of your program. They should:

- provide staff with clear guidelines on how to administer a program
- ensure consistency in program approach and operation in face of staff and volunteer turnover
- serve as a blueprint for program replication and expansion
- be reviewed regularly to ensure they continue to be relevant and support the program objectives

**Checklist of Key Policies and Procedures**

- handling inquiries
- recruitment
- screening
- training
- boundaries between mentor and mentees
- matching
- match support and supervision
- confidentiality and disclosure
- duty of care
- mandatory reporting
- record keeping
- use of alcohol and drugs
- unacceptable behaviour
- termination of mentor, mentee
- recognition
Establishing a Program Budget

Key points

- mentoring is often viewed as a “cheap program” because of the reliance on volunteer mentors, but there are significant costs that should be taken into account when preparing program budgets.

- staffing requirements will be dependent on the size of your program. A rule of thumb for moderately at risk young people would be 1 full-time Coordinator and 1 part-time Assistant/Administrative Officer for a program which supports 20 matches at any one time. School based mentoring would, in most cases be able to support more matches with the same number of staff, while severely at risk young people may require more intensive support and time to make linkages with other agencies who may be involved with the young person so the number of matches may be less for this level of staffing.

- if you are undertaking a Cost Benefit Analysis of your program you will need to take into account the nominal value of “in-kind” support.

Checklist

The following items need to be taken into account in mentoring budgets:

- program coordinator salary and on-costs
- contingency funds to handle the cost of staff turnover
- other paid staff salaries and on-costs
- marketing and promotional materials
- postage, phone, fax, internet
- stationery – letterhead, envelopes, business cards, etc
- office supplies
- insurance
- police checks
- screening fees e.g. psychological tests
- utilities
- rent
- mentor expenses – movie tickets, activities, petrol
- program activities and events
- meeting expenses – venue and catering costs
- thank you gifts
- transport e.g. car, petrol, servicing, taxis
- referral costs
- evaluation
Key points

The Program Coordinator is responsible for:

- overseeing the development and implementation of the mentoring program
- program quality and performance
- communications with mentors, mentees, parents/carers, relevant organisations
- program reporting to reference / advisory committee or Board of Directors and funding bodies
- promotion of the program
- managing relationships with partners, sponsors and funding bodies
- supervision of staff and non-mentor volunteers

Checklist

- expert knowledge of mentoring
- experience in program management and evaluation
- excellent communication skills
- well developed organisational skills
- well developed networks and knowledge of the youth sector
- experience in coaching and supervision of staff
- submission and report writing
- skills and knowledge of evaluation and continuous improvement techniques
- commitment to stay for a period of time
Recruitment of Mentors

Key points

When recruiting mentors:

- develop a list of characteristics, skills and experience etc that will be valued by your potential mentees and target your recruitment efforts accordingly
- remember that the "best qualified/skilled" people are not necessarily the best mentors, people with rich life experiences (positive and negative) who have developed coping and problem solving skills can bring a lot to a mentoring relationship
- save time and money and enhance the effectiveness of advertising and marketing by promoting the program through partnerships with local and allied organisations
- use your Reference Group/Board's networks to get the message out there
- make use of experienced mentors to help recruit new mentors
- use personal invitations to potential mentors wherever possible

Checklist

☑ a mentor position description, including:
  - an explanation of the need and focus of the program
  - desired applicant attributes and qualifications
  - outline of training required
  - description of the mentor’s roles and responsibilities
  - clearly defined time-line and duration of commitment.
  - a description of the requirements of a mentor.
  Check that you have covered: Where / When / Why / What / How?
  - a form for the applicant to fill in when a commitment is made

☐ contact lists of allied local organisations with established volunteer networks, including:
  - schools, TAFE and University
  - churches
  - local community and business groups
  - civic organisations: Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis etc
  - the corporate sector

☐ further information and insight for prospective new mentors, including:
  - names of experienced mentors and mentees who are prepared to chat
  - testimonials
  - example of the benefits of mentoring and program statistics
  - accomplishments, awards, photos etc

☐ year-round marketing and public relations

☐ volunteer opportunities beyond mentoring (for applicants unable to commit to time required or without desired skills)
The importance of appropriate matching for successful mentoring relationships

Kirsty was one of the first Gippsland East Mentoring Project (GEMS) mentees – and is now a successful student with great ambition for her future. Tina was a young mum with two young children under 10. They were matched with each other as they both had similar interests and backgrounds and lived in fairly close proximity to each other in regional East Gippsland.

Both admitted to being quite shy before becoming interested in mentoring through GEMS.

“However,” Kirsty said “once I’d been through the project induction and learnt about mentoring and then met my mentor Tina I was never embarrassed to have a mentor or to be seen with her. In fact, I would recommend a mentor to any young person who needs extra support. They are somebody you can really talk to. They won’t judge you.

“My mentor was a helpful, caring, genuine person. We had so much fun… I felt I could talk to her about anything – everything – and she listened! She helped me to grow as a person. I consider my mentor a friend. I know I could ring her up any time and she would still be there for me if I had any troubles.”

For Tina’s part, she hadn’t realised that just meeting, having coffee and ‘chatting’ on a weekly basis was having such a marked effect on increasing Kirsty’s confidence and willingness to re-engage with educational opportunities. Tina herself became inspired to become more engaged with mentoring and now assists the GEMS coordinator run the mentoring program in East Gippsland. This is something that previously she wouldn’t have thought of as a career path.

A successful mentoring match can be both life changing and yet at times really challenging for both the mentor and mentee.

Tina (mentor)

Gippsland East Mentoring Project, Bairnsdale.
Key points

The Planning phase of the mentor program should have identified that there is a real need for mentoring in your area – this may be through consultations with school, community organisations, faith based organisations and community members. When recruiting mentees:

- the selection process should be seen by the young person as a positive opportunity, not a punishment or a 'branding'
- self selection by young people is likely to produce better outcomes than young people being invited to participate or young people referred to programs by other organisations
- young people who may not have experienced mentoring before, and therefore are unaware of the potential benefits they may gain, are likely to need a lot of encouragement to become involved
- engaging previous mentees to advocate for and promote your program to potential mentees will be a useful strategy
- no background check is necessary

Checklist

- pre-established guidelines and criteria for selection process that may include:
  - an interview.
  - a written application.
  - written parental permission where possible.
  - references – from teachers, family friends, community leaders.
  - an outline of interests, hobbies, sports etc.

- a defined interview procedure that focuses on the interests and attitude of the mentee. Questions could include:
  - Why do you think you would like a mentor?
  - What type of activities would you like to do with your mentor?
  - What are your three most worthy and three least worthy attributes?
  - Tell me about your friends.
  - How are you going at school? What are your best subject areas?
  - Are you able to commit to meeting your mentor regularly for the agreed length of your mentor/mentee match?
  - Are you willing to commit to the program guidelines including initial and ongoing training, reporting and feedback sessions?
  - Do you have any questions to ask me?

- clear documentation to record decisions once appropriateness is determined

- disclaimers/waiver – as per your organisation’s insurance policies and your own policies and procedures on Duty of Care and Risk Management
Mentoring through schools expands students’ options

Ash was a lonely student. In my Year 10 English class he always sat by himself, gazing toward the ground. A heavy air of defeat seemed to envelope him. I tried to encourage him to participate in class activities or discussions but Ash found it difficult to find courage to speak to his peers let alone in front of the class.

With time, I tried to get to know Ash but he kept up his defences. I learnt from the Welfare teacher that life was pretty tough for Ash on many fronts. He could not take for granted those things which many young people have in their lives. The odds were stacked against him.

I taught him again in Year 11, the year he gained his mentor. Ben saw in Ash qualities he never believed he had – certainly no one else had ever seen. With support, Ben patiently helped him to gain a belief in himself. As a teacher I saw him standing a little taller each day. He wrote the following at the end of Year 12 – a new Ash – looking towards the future with optimism.

“I have recently finished Year 12 and I have received the David Burgess Foundation Scholarship. I will be studying Biotechnology at Monash University Gippsland. There are quite a few students who do not believe in themselves enough to continue let alone consider themselves eligible for tertiary education – this is likely to be due to family problems, their living situations or a sense of feeling intimidated by their peers who they believe are better than them. Ben, who gave up his own time, has helped me conquer my adversities just by providing valuable encouragement and allowing me to explore possibilities for the future. I have benefited greatly from mentoring.”

Jeanette Pritchard

Standing Tall in School Mentoring Program, Hamilton
Orientation

**Key points**

Orientation to the program is important for both mentors and mentees. Orientation:

- may occur separately or jointly for mentees and mentors, depending on the nature and focus your program.
- should occur prior to the matching process.
- should involve all staff in the program whether paid or volunteer.
- should include, where relevant, parents/carers to address any of their fears, concerns as well as to encourage their support with communication, feedback and celebration.
- should include ex-mentors and ex-mentees to present their “stories”.

**Checklist**

- **program overview**, including:
  - vision, purpose, values and program goals
  - job descriptions, roles and responsibilities
  - key dates and time frames
  - program policies, including reporting, evaluation, and reimbursement

- **description of the mentor role and responsibilities**, including:
  - eligibility and suitability requirements
  - screening process

- **level of commitment expected** (time, energy, flexibility).

- **expectations and restrictions**, including:
  - an agreed standard of positive communication
  - accountability
  - Confidentiality and Privacy
  - Duty of Care
  - liability
  - procedures for changing plans, problem solving, and conflict resolution
  - when to refer? seek help? who do you go to first?

- **benefits and rewards of mentoring**

- **discussion time**
  - time for potential mentors and mentees to share their aims and concerns separately, with their peers. This can be catalyst to forming a support group or network of participants

- **question & answer time** at the end for attendees to:
  - clarify expectations
  - leave feeling empowered to make an informed decision

- **mentor application pack**, including:
  - why do you want to mentor? what are your expectations?
  - who would you prefer to mentor? (age, gender etc).
  - what are your special interests? skills?
  - release forms for police checks
  - Statement of Agreement: to comply with the program guidelines
  - for the diary: schedule of next mentor training
Mentor Screening

Key points

Mentor screening:
- reinforces that the young person’s safety is paramount at all times
- needs to include several methods for assessing suitability
- minimises the risk of non-compliance with Victoria’s legislation on Working with Children Check (WWC) (see section 4)
- aims to highlight potential mentors who are committed and skilled as opposed to those whose influence may be harmful to the mentee or program

Checklist

☐ a well-structured, application process with clear documentation, including criteria for the selection of mentors

☐ reference checks for mentors by trained staff, which may include:
  - character references
  - WWC Check (see section 4 Other Useful Information)
  - driving record checks
  - criminal record checks where legally permissible

☐ a face-to-face interview
Questions could include:
  - why do you want to become a mentor?
  - previous volunteering background? With young people?
  - what are your three most worthy and three least worthy attributes?
  - what do you believe you can offer a young person?
  - are you able to commit to meeting your mentee regularly for the agreed length of your mentor/mentee match?
  - are you willing to commit to the program requirements including initial and ongoing training, reporting systems and feedback sessions?
  - do you have any questions to ask me?

☐ suitability criteria based on the program’s statement of purpose and needs of the target population. Could include some or all of the following:
  - character references
  - personality profile
  - skills identification
  - gender/age
  - language and cultural requirements
  - level of education/academic standing
  - career interests
  - motivation for volunteering

☐ submitting the mentor application pack, including
  - personal references
  - employment history

☐ criteria for screening out unsuitable applicant mentors that could include:
  - the obvious reasons: a relevant criminal record, history of child abuse etc
  - questionable motives: to increase status, gain reward, sort own problems
  - inappropriate skills
  - lack of availability

☐ a process for informing inappropriate volunteers that they will not be selected for the program. This could include:
  - offering other volunteer opportunities within the organisation
  - explaining “We have no suitable mentee match for you at this time.”
Key points

- before embarking on mentor training volunteers must have attended orientation and submitted their mentor application documents
- mentors should ideally complete their training before being matched with a mentee
- assessment of participation and contribution during the mentoring training program can also be used as part of mentor screening

The Mentor Training Program

Checklist

Ensure the following topics are covered:

- **the responsibility of the mentor/Duty of Care**
  - policies and procedures already in place within your organisation
  - DO’s and DON’Ts of relationship management
  - “Working with Children” and other relevant legislative obligations
  - confidentiality and liability, e.g.: report concerns to the co-ordinator if the Mentee shares information that refers to illegal activity or puts the Mentee or others at risk
  - specific issues related to the mentee group e.g. cultural/heritage and disability – sensitivity and appreciation training.

- **establishing the mentoring relationship**
  - positive Communication: sharing, active listening
  - embracing the mentoring cycle, from “Getting to know you” to saying “Goodbye”
  - building trust, dealing with emotions and families,
  - understanding the stages of adolescence including the biological and social pressures placed on young people today
  - who is “Generation Y and Z”? Why are they different to other generations?
  - cultural awareness

- **helping the mentee along their way**
  - strategies for life-planning; clarifying values, establishing needs and wants that encourage personal empowerment
  - motivation, goal setting, prioritising, time management, problem solving
  - the social services accessible in the area and how to make the most of them

- **mentor support system: structured and ongoing**
  - mentor get-togethers, building into a support network
  - a ‘mentor the mentor’ program
  - ongoing, regular training opportunities, able to be adapted as needs arise
  - opportunity for debriefing and counselling through the support of the coordinator
The Matching Process

Key points

- the needs and interests of the young person are paramount in the matching process
- having appropriate matches is crucial for the individuals and the success of the program
- confidentiality around disclosure of the contact details of mentors and mentees needs to be carefully considered, many programs restrict contact access to mobile phone numbers
- depending on your program focus and target group, initial meetings may be one on one or in a group setting
- matches can fail, despite best efforts – where possible provide opportunities for re-matching

Checklist

- a matching procedure linked with the program’s statement of purpose
- appropriate criteria for matches, including some or all of the following: gender; age; language requirements; availability; needs; interests; preferences of program participants; life experience; temperament
- a signed statement of understanding that both parties (and where appropriate the parent/carer) agree to the conditions of the match and the mentoring relationship
- pre-match social activities between potential mentors and mentees
- team building activities to reduce the anxiety of the first meeting
- a process for facilitating the first meeting
- a process for mediation when matches are experiencing difficulties
- a process for re-matching when a miss-match takes place
- a process for the termination of the match
Meet Glenn and Aaron. Glenn is not Aaron’s dad, his uncle, or even related to him. But for the past 15 weeks Glenn has been spending at least two hours a week with Aaron; working with him not only on spray painting and panel beating, but also helping him with school work and day-to-day issues. Glenn is not a social worker or a youth worker and he doesn’t get paid for his time with Aaron. Glenn is a trained Plan-It Youth mentor who spends time each week with Aaron.

Together they have built a good relationship and learnt more about themselves. Each week Glenn and Aaron catch up at ‘The House’ at the Traralgon Secondary College campus. They discuss issues that may have occurred during the week, Aaron’s school work and any other problems or outcomes.

Aaron confessed that he was a bit ‘naughty’ at school and was subsequently asked if he wanted to join the Plan-It Youth program. After an information session he decided to give it a go. Since then, he has met Glenn and forged a positive relationship with an older male role model. Aaron has been working on a signage project with Glenn and learning different skills from the spray painting and panel beating trades. Not only did Aaron complete a sign of his own design, he also helps out at Glenn’s work during his school holidays and spare time.

Both of them agree that the Plan-It Youth program has made a difference. For Glenn it was building a friendship with not only Aaron, but other mentors in the program and learning more about himself. For Aaron, it has helped him develop friendships with others including adults, introduced him to new people within his school and given him the opportunity to experience success.

Lyn Simmons
Berry Street, Victoria, Morwell
Key points

Mentoring meetings where mentees, mentors, staff and other volunteers attend are an important way to develop trusting relationships and networks. These forums:

• provide an opportunity for everyone to help develop and improve the program and foster a sense of ownership and belonging
• need to be held in a safe, comfortable location
• should involve a range of activities and opportunities
• should encourage the attendance of mentors and mentees; however, the personal circumstances, particularly of the young person need to be considered, so attendance should not be compulsory

Checklist

☐ planning sessions involving participants to determine the types of activities/events and regularity
☐ a range of events to meet needs/interests of participants e.g. skill building, field trips, social functions, sporting events, community activities
☐ a calendar of events developed and made available to participants
☐ feedback process e.g. discussion session and/or evaluation sheet to assess participant satisfaction
Mentors, One on One Volunteers

Case Study 10

Mentoring can include a variety of engagement options depending on the needs of the mentee.

Good Shepherd MOOOV (Mentors, One On One Volunteers) program conducts and supervises regular social activities (such as camps, days at the football, Christmas parties, etc) where mentees and mentors come together in a group. These activities allow friendships and peer support to develop between mentors.

They also enable mentees to meet and gain peer support across the mentee group in a safe and comfortable environment. These activities, amongst other functions, assist in retaining mentors and young people by building a feeling of belonging to something bigger than just one match.

Kim is an 18-year old woman who came to Good Shepherd through a local tertiary education student support service. Kim was referred by her counsellor as she was chronically depressed, with an extremely low self-esteem, had no self-confidence and suffered significant grief and loss issues. Kim was very isolated and without a significant adult in her life, her mother had died the year prior. With all her family overseas, Kim became the primary carer for her 14-year-old younger brother.

Kim was matched and with her mentor made great progress and improvement, though she still battled life’s difficulties. She was “flunking out” at uni and struggling to support herself and her brother on government benefits. She needed a job but had no work history and didn’t even have a resume.

During a Good Shepherd function, Kim found herself in discussion with another mentor and she shared her plight, around her lack of work history. The mentor immediately offered the opportunity to undertake “work experience” with her in an administrative role. Kim discussed this with her mentor. Arrangements were completed via program staff and the workplace and Kim commenced soon afterwards. Kim remained doing work experience for some time and then volunteered her work to the organisation. Kim’s reference was glowing when she left many months later.

Recently Kim attended an interview for a full-time position in the entertainment industry and was successful. No doubt her experience enabled her to obtain the position but provided more, equipping her for the rigors of her new employment.

This example is not a rare occurrence, as MOOOV has a commitment to support and encourage the networks built between mentors, mentees and each other via our meetings and activities.

Mike Williams

Good Shepherd, Melbourne
Supervision and Support

Key points

Supervision and support:

- is critical (particularly early in the match) to support the building and sustainability of the relationship
- enables program staff to monitor and deal with any safety issues
- enables timely feedback from mentors and mentees about the development, activities and progress of the relationship
- provides an opportunity for program staff to reinforce positive mentor behaviours
- increases the capacity of mentors and mentees to deal and manage conflicts with advice and assistance from program staff where necessary

Checklist

- regularly scheduled meetings with staff, mentors, and mentees
- documented boundaries & guidelines to govern the mentor/mentee relationship e.g.
  - where meetings will take place
  - communication e.g. frequency, method
  - disclosure of information
  - lending money to the mentee
  - gifts
- a tracking system for ongoing assessment
- written records
- mentor group meetings to facilitate mentors sharing experiences and strategies. (a similar process for mentees could also be considered)
- structured opportunities for group meetings of mentors and mentees to build social cohesion and networks for all participants
- procedures for input from community partners, family, and significant others
- a process for managing grievances, praise, re-matching, interpersonal problem solving, and premature relationship closure
Key points

Acknowledging and supporting the contributions of participants:

- keeps mentors and mentees engaged in the program, not just the relationship
- provides opportunities for sharing experiences and learnings between participants and contributes to continuous improvement of the program
- provides opportunities for capturing and documenting successes as part of program evaluation
- helps you to promote and advocate your mentoring program to your community, potential mentors and mentees, partners, sponsors and funding bodies
- assists mentors and mentees to share experiences and build networks

Checklist

☐ a formal kick-off event
☐ ongoing peer support groups for volunteers, participants, and others
☐ forums with key stakeholders for discussion of issues and information dissemination
☐ networking activities with appropriate organisations
☐ social gatherings of different groups as needed
☐ annual recognition and appreciation event
☐ awards for outstanding contributions and achievements
☐ newsletters or other mailings to program participants, supporters, and funding bodies
☐ media campaigns to promote positive stories
Closing the Match

Key points

- many mentoring programs are time limited and the ending of the match is anticipated
- matches may also close for other reasons e.g. mentee reaches a level of self sufficiency with the particular mentor so that mentoring is no longer needed; either the mentor or mentee drops out of the program; or life circumstances make it impossible to continue the relationship, i.e. a mentor is transferred to another city
- the feelings of both mentors and mentees, whatever they may be, need to be acknowledged and supported
- should the relationship end without a chance to formally close it, program staff need to support participants through a formal debriefing session
- after the closure of the relationship the mentor and mentee should be encouraged to consider the next step in terms of both future contact and the ongoing pursuit of personal goals
- the closure process should provide information that contributes to the evaluation process

Checklist

- private and confidential exit interviews to debrief the mentoring relationship between:
  - mentee and staff
  - mentor and staff
  - mentor and mentee with staff

- closure information collected on:
  - What was their most fun activity?
  - What did they most value in the relationship?
  - What goals did they set and achieve? What enabled this?
  - What goals were set but were not achieved? Why?
  - What was learnt that was unexpected?
  - What would/should they not do again?
  - What should the program not do again?
  - How would they improve the program?

- policy on future contacts

- discussion on how young person may continue to pursue their goals outside of the mentoring relationship

- discussion with the mentor on whether they would like to participate again
Mentoring experiences can endure and provide long term benefits for all

**Stacey** was 16 when she visited JANA Youth Support and Employment Services. In the process of completing Year 10 in an adult-learning environment, she was undecided about her educational future and – unable to fathom its value – was considering leaving school.

Stacey wasn’t living with her parents and had no significant adult in her life. Based on both shared professional interests and a perceived personality match, Stacey was then introduced to Catherine, an employment consultant (who had previously worked as a hairdresser).

Stacey and Catherine met first over coffee together with the program coordinator. During their subsequent early meetings in the same café, Catherine found herself asking Stacey lots of questions and talking quite a bit about herself.

Stacey was shy and lacked confidence in speaking generally about her own ambitions. Slowly, however, Stacey began to share with Catherine her desire to become a hairdresser. Her mentor was excited, seeing the “announcement” as a real break-through in their relationship.

To help Stacey visualise her future path, they drew flow-charts depicting possible paths to take to achieve her dream. Catherine encouraged her mentee to continue school, but to also undertake a Vocational Education and Training (VET) learning stream as part of Year 11.

Through the VET stream, Stacey was able to practically apply industry knowledge in a real work environment, as well as to study the theoretical background of the hairdressing industry. After Year 12, Stacey intends to secure a full-time hairdressing apprenticeship. To help her prepare, Catherine assisted Stacey in constructing a resume and letters of application and practicing interviews.

“Stacey could really see where she was heading, which gave her the impetus to keep going and enjoy the journey along the way,” she said.

Although the two don’t meet on a regular basis now, keeping in contact is still important for them both. “Even though I am no longer her mentor and hope to mentor another young person, I am still interested in following Stacey’s progress and keeping in touch.”

Taryn Williams

*Jobs and New Approach, Ballarat*
Key points

Evaluation:
- involves both efficiency and effectiveness measures
- is linked to program goals and information requirements of funding bodies, community partners, sponsors etc
- is inclusive, involving feedback from mentors, mentees, staff volunteers and other key stakeholders
- is integrated into program operations, management and governance
- contributes to continuous program improvement
- is critical to supporting future funding submissions
- should involve training and tools needed by program staff for data collection, analysis and reporting

Checklist

- program forms related to applications, screening, matching, training and closure
- procedures for collecting, handling (confidentiality), analysis and reporting
- training and tools for staff collecting and reporting on data
- an appropriate computer based system for storing, analysing and reporting on program outcomes
- process for involving stakeholders
- sufficient budget and time allocation
Working with Children Check

The Victorian Government has introduced a new checking system which applies to people who work or volunteer with children. The Working with Children (WWC) Check helps to protect children from sexual or physical harm by checking a person’s criminal history for serious sexual, violence or drug offences and findings from disciplinary bodies. The WWC Check represents a mandatory minimum checking standard across Victoria.

Existing employees, new employees, and volunteers in your program may need a WWC Check. All employees and volunteers who have regular, direct contact with a child where that contact is not directly supervised will need to apply for a WWC Check. Without passing a WWC Check employees and volunteers will be ineligible to work or volunteer with young people.

The WWC Check is being phased in from 2006 onwards. Further information can be found on the Department of Justice website www.justice.gov.au

Police Checks

Police checks will remain a critical component of the WWC Check. Running a mentoring program must include compulsory Police checks for people wishing to be involved in your program and should be undertaken prior to selection as an employee or mentor. Police checks cannot be provided without the written consent of the individual involved.

Further information can be obtained from:
Public Enquiry Service
PO Box 418
Melbourne, Victoria, 8005
Phone: (03) 9247 5907
Email: publicenquirieservice@police.vic.gov.au
A Code of Ethics to guide professional behaviour of program staff as well as the Reference group or Board can be a useful tool. The following suggestion has been adapted from the Code of Ethics, Big Brothers, Big Sisters Canada.

**Professional Obligations**

1. To regard the safety of the young people in our program as our primary professional duty.
2. To hold ourselves personally responsible for our professional conduct.
3. To maintain an objective, non-possessive, non-judgmental professional relationship with our volunteer mentors and mentees.
4. To adhere to the confidentiality of all records, material, and knowledge concerning the persons we serve and to use in a responsible manner the information obtained in the course of professional relationships.
5. To work cooperatively with other persons and agencies having respect for their areas of competence.
6. To not discriminate on the basis of disability, race, colour, religion or sexual orientation.
7. To make a commitment to assess our personal and vocational strengths and limitations, biases and effectiveness.
8. We maintain the willingness and ability to recognise when it is in the best interest of those we serve to refer him/her to another program.
9. To take personal responsibility for continuing our professional growth through further education, supervision or training regardless of level of authority.
10. To be totally committed to providing the highest quality of care through our professional efforts and by utilising any other health professionals and/or services which may assist our mentees and their families generally.

**Unprofessional Conduct**

The following behaviour is deemed to be unworthy. A staff member is considered to have breached the Code of Ethics if they have:

1. without reasonable cause, withheld a service or failed to give information about availability of a service, or neglected to render or complete a professional service after undertaking to do so
2. failed to respect the privacy and dignity of a client through divulging confidential information without consent, except when required by professional or legal obligations
3. violated the legal rights of others
4. treated a client with disrespect
5. abused a position of authority or a professional relationship to the detriment of persons served or of colleagues
6. generally conducted themselves in a manner inconsistent with or in violation of, the statements contained under Professional Obligations
Resources

BBBS Canada www.bbbsc.ca

Dusseldorp Skills Forum www.dsf.org.au

Mentoring Australia National Benchmarks www.dsf.org.au/mentor/benchmark

Victorian State Government (2005); Strategic Framework on Mentoring 2005-2008

Youth Mentoring Network www.youthmentoring.org.au

National Mentoring Partnership How to Build an Effective Mentoring Program Using the Elements of Effective Practice, www.mentoring.org (includes a comprehensive toolkit)


Australian Mentor Centre www.australianmentorcentre.com.au

NRGize Mentoring Workshops www.dsf.org.au/mentortraining

Washington State Mentoring Centre, Mentor www.washingtonmentoring.org/toolkit/

National Mentoring Centre www.nwrel.org/mentoring

Youth Justice Board for England and Wales, Mentoring – Key elements of effective practice, www.youth-justice-board.gov.uk


Community Toolbox A Framework for Program Evaluation: A Gateway to Tools http://ctb.ku.edu


Department of Family and Community Services (2005) Evaluation of the Mentor Market Place

Gambone M A (1993) Strengthening programs for youth: Promoting adolescent development in the JTPA system, Public/Private Ventures


Whole of Government Reference Group Membership 2006

Barbara Curzon-Siggers Wellbeing Unit, Department of Education and Training
Leela Darvall Group Manager, Post Compulsory Education, Department of Education and Training
Nigel D’Souza Manager, Community Initiatives, Community Building & Information, Community Support Fund, Department for Victorian Communities
Gina Fiske Principal Program Manager, Office for Youth, Department for Victorian Communities, Chair
Geoff Gook Manager, Community Capacity Building, Aboriginal Affairs Victoria, Department for Victorian Communities
Guy Hatfield Senior Project Officer, Office for Youth, Department for Victorian Communities
Andrew Jackomos Director, Indigenous & Diversity Issues, Department of Justice
Lisa Moore Senior Project Officer, Indigenous & Diversity Issues, Department of Justice
David Riley Manager, Youth Support Services, Juvenile Justice and Youth Services, Office for Children, Department of Human Services
Tammy Sheedy Senior Project Officer, Community Strengthening and Volunteering, Department for Victorian Communities
Jasmine Thompson Manager Program Development, Office for Children, Department of Human Services
Jenny Vizec Group Manager, Community Programs, Community Sport & Recreation, Sport and Recreation, Victoria
**Appendix 2**

**Participants in guide development consultation workshops held in Darebin, Melbourne CBS, Halls Gap and Sale.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization/Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Mentee</td>
<td>Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning &amp; Employment Network (LLEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Anderson</td>
<td>The Smith Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Beacham</td>
<td>JANA Jobs a New Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Blamey</td>
<td>YMCA Juvenile Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Blanchard</td>
<td>City of Yarra Youth Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marg Bolton</td>
<td>DVC Grampians, Victorian Business Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Bourke</td>
<td>Berry Street Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Bourke</td>
<td>St Vincent De Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Boyer</td>
<td>Baw Baw Latrobe Local Learning and Employment Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Brady</td>
<td>The Push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Brewer</td>
<td>Department of Employment, Education, and Training (DEET), Melbourne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Broome</td>
<td>Whitelion Inc., Custodial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Burke</td>
<td>City of Greater Geelong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Burslem</td>
<td>Victoria Police, East Gippsland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milt Carroll</td>
<td>Southern Metro Juvenile Justice Unit, Department of Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Clarke</td>
<td>XLR8, Dandenong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Cooper</td>
<td>&quot;Elevate&quot; - Mission Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki Cooper</td>
<td>City of Whittlesea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil Counsel</td>
<td>Mallacoota District Health &amp; Support Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Crawford</td>
<td>Echo Inc. Emerald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacinta Crealy</td>
<td>Coordinator, Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning &amp; Employment Network (LLEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Day</td>
<td>Lakes Entrance Neighbourhood House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Downey</td>
<td>Workways Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Ebsworth</td>
<td>Juvenile Justice, Child Protection &amp; Professional Development, Department of Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Ellis-Smith</td>
<td>Skills Plus Training Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisa Ellum</td>
<td>Bayside/Glen Eira/Kingston Local Learning and Employment Networks (BGK LLEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Fiske</td>
<td>Office for Youth, Department for Victorian Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Folan</td>
<td>Deaf Children Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Fowler</td>
<td>Maribyrnong &amp; Moonee Valley Local Learning &amp; Employment Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Franet</td>
<td>Whitelion Inc., Ramp Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Gabb</td>
<td>City of Stonnington, Prahran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenni Gannon</td>
<td>Mt Clear College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauli Gardner</td>
<td>South Gippsland Bass Coast Local Learning &amp; Employment Network (SGBK LLEN), Youth Mentoring Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stephen Gianni  Leadership Plus
Kerry Grant  Salvation Army
Ryan Griffin  LARF Program, Ballarat
Sue Hacknell  Cobaw Community Health Centre
Sherilyn Hanson  YMCA Juvenile Justice
Tim Harrison  Wendouree West Community Renewal
Guy Hatfield  Office for Youth, Department for Victorian Communities
Peita Heil  Brophy Family & Youth Services
Trinity Henwood  Good Shepherd
Lori Hill  Anglicare Southbridge Youth Services
Julie Hopkins  Juvenile Justice and Youth Services, Department of Human Services
Ann Howie  Slingshot Community Enterprise and Employment Centre (SCEEC), Melbourne City Mission
Meri Ivanovska  Good Shepherd Youth & Family Service
Neil Jenkins  Mentor, retired Secondary School Principal
Dean Johnston  Plan-It-Youth Program
Sue Johnston  Mentor, Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning & Employment Network (LLEN)
Helen Kennedy  VACSAL, Koorie Leadership Program
Sarah Lalley  Jesuit Social Services, Dandenong
Marilyn Leermakers  World Vision Australia
Katie Leeson  Berry Street Victoria
Tracey Lewis YWCA, Carlton
Roz Long  Country Fire Authority
Sue Mahoney  Maribyrnong & Moonee Valley Local Learning & Employment Network
Pam Mansfield  Jesuit Social Services, XLR8
Kiyomi Marshall-ino  Mentor-in-training, Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning & Employment Network (LLEN)
Paul Mathewson  Big Brothers Big Sisters Melbourne
Leanne McGaw  Centre for Multicultural Youth Issues (CMYI)
Tammy McGhee  Berry Street Victoria
Sherri McKerley  Country Fire Authority
Linda McLennan  Victoria Police Horsham District
Toby Medhurst  Bayside City Council, Sandringham
Gillian Meek  Inner Eastern Local Learning and Employment Network (LLEN), St Kilda
Melanie Mitchell  Yarram & District Health Services
Rebecca Morecroft  Mount Alexander Shire Council
Kevin Murfitt  Willing and Able Mentoring (WAM)
Mick Murphy  Baw Baw Latrobe Local Learning & Employment Network (LLEN)
Megan Newcomb  Student placement - Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning & Employment Network (LLEN)
Jacinta O’Bree  Indigenous Youth Mobility Program (IYMP), Goulburn Ovens Institute TAFE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacquie O'Brien</td>
<td>Gateway Local Learning and Employment Network (LLEN), Mitcham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eamon O’Hare</td>
<td>Gippsland TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Phillips</td>
<td>Victoria Police Wangaratta &amp; Alpine Shires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo Portelli</td>
<td>Self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Prescott</td>
<td>Macedon Ranges Shire Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanette Pritchard</td>
<td>Standing Tall, School Based Mentor Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Purcell</td>
<td>Outer Eastern Local Learning and Employment Network (LLN), Croydon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Reitans</td>
<td>Department of Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Roche</td>
<td>South Gippsland Bass Coast Local Learning &amp; Employment Network (SGBC LLEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Rodd</td>
<td>Department of Education and Training, Hamilton District Student Support Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Sabell</td>
<td>Juvenile Justice Unit, Department of Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaye Schofield</td>
<td>RMIT University Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyn Simmons</td>
<td>Berry Street Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrissy Singh</td>
<td>City of Stonnington, Prahran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Slade</td>
<td>Mentee, Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning &amp; Employment Network (LLN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Spiteri</td>
<td>The Smith Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Spiteri</td>
<td>Victoria Police, East Gippsland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phill Start</td>
<td>City of Casey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Stevens</td>
<td>Bainbridge College Mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prue Stone</td>
<td>Araluen Primary School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edna Swindon</td>
<td>Mentor, Plan-It Youth Project, Gippsland East Local Learning &amp; Employment Network (LLN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Thompson</td>
<td>Juvenile Justice &amp; Youth Services Department of Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Thompson</td>
<td>Plan-It-Youth Mentoring, Traralgon Sec College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trish van Lint</td>
<td>RMIT University, Bundoora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jemma van Loenen</td>
<td>Department of Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Veale</td>
<td>Lead On Ballarat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Vickery</td>
<td>Bainbridge College Mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Walsh</td>
<td>Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Inc (VAEAI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Waters</td>
<td>Carers Victoria, Mentoring Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Welsh-Word</td>
<td>Quantum Support Services / Whitelion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy West</td>
<td>Latrobe Valley Neighbourhood Renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David White</td>
<td>Big Brothers Big Sisters Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mal White</td>
<td>Kids Hope Aus (World Vision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Willey</td>
<td>Lisa Lodge Champions Mentor Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taryn Williams</td>
<td>JANA Jobs a New Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Williams</td>
<td>Good Shepherd Youth &amp; Family Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Yole</td>
<td>Standing Tall in Schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>